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Huygens to Titan
(NASA/JPL) The Huygens probe ushers in
2005 with its landmark mission at Titan. After
a seven-year journey strapped to the side of
the Cassini Orbiter, Huygens will be set free
on Dec. 25, 2004. The probe will coast for 21
days en route to Titan.
Huygens will separate from Cassini at one
foot per second and a spin rate of seven revolutions per minute to ensure stability during
the coast and entry phase. Five days following
the release of the probe, Cassini will perform
a deflection maneuver. This will place the
orbiter in the proper geometry to collect the
data during the probe mission. The probe will
continue in this mode until it reaches the top
of Titan’s atmosphere.
Huygens is equipped with six science instruments designed to study the content and
dynamics of Titan’s atmosphere and collect
data and images on the surface.
Huygens will make a parachute-assisted
descent through Titan’s atmosphere (cover),
collecting data as the parachutes slow the
probe from super sonic speeds. Five batteries
onboard the probe are sized for a Huygens mission duration of 153 minutes, corresponding
to a maximum descent time of 2.5 hours plus
at least 3 additional minutes (and possibly a
half hour or more) on Titan’s surface.
The probe’s radio link will be activated
early in the descent phase, and the orbiter will
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“listen” to the probe for the next three hours,
which includes the descent plus 30 minutes
after impact. Not long after the end of this
three-hour communication window, Cassini’s
high-gain antenna will be turned away from
Titan and toward Earth.
The peak heat-flux is expected in the altitude
range below 220 miles down to 135 miles,
where Huygens rapidly decelerates from about
13,400 miles per hour to 895 miles per hour
in less than two minutes.
At this speed, the parachute deployment
sequence initiates, starting with a mortar
pulling out a Pilot Parachute which, in turn,
pulls away the aft cover and deploys the Main
Parachute. After inflation of the 27-foot
diameter main parachute, the front shield
is released to fall from the Descent Module.
Then, after a delay built into the sequence to
ensure that the shield is sufficiently far away,
the Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer
and Aerosol Collector and Pyrolyser inlet
ports open and the Huygens Atmospheric
Structure Instrument boom deploys. The
Descent Imager/Spectral Radiometer cover
is ejected two minutes later.
The main parachute is sized to pull the
Descent Module safely out of the front shield.
It is jettisoned after 15 minutes to avoid a protracted descent and a smaller 10-foot diameter
parachute is deployed. The descent will last
between two and two and half hours.
During its descent, Huygens’ camera will
capture more than 1,100 images, while the
probe’s other five instruments sample Titan’s
atmosphere and determine its composition.
Data from Huygens will be relayed to the
Cassini Orbiter passing overhead. The data
will be stored onboard Cassini’s Solid State
recorders for playback to Earth. f
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Cassini Captures
Saturn Moon RedHanded
(NASA/JPL) Stealing is a crime on Earth,
but at Saturn, apparently it is routine. The
Cassini spacecraft has witnessed Saturn’s moon
Prometheus snatching particles from one of
Saturn’s rings.
This potato-shaped moon is also believed to
be responsible for kinks within Saturn’s thin F
ring, a contorted, narrow ring flanked by two
small moons, Prometheus and Pandora. The
thievery and the detailed behavior of kinks
were observed for the first time ever in images
taken by the Cassini spacecraft.
In an image taken on Oct. 29, Prometheus
is seen stealing particles from the F ring while
connected to the ringlets by a faint streak of
material. A movie sequence of the ring, taken
on Oct. 28, captured in freeze-frame motion
the zigzagging kinks and knots, some of which
are almost certainly caused by Prometheus.
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The kinks look like“hiccups”traveling around
the ring. Consisting of 44 frames taken three
minutes apart, the sequence represents almost
two hours, or about one-eighth of the orbital
period of F ring particles around the planet.
Cassini was on a flight path that took the
spacecraft away from the planet and farther
south, so that the rings appear to tilt upward.
The top portion of the F ring is closer to
the spacecraft, while the bottom portion is
farther away and curves around the far side
of Saturn.
Scientists are not sure exactly how Prometheus is interacting with the F ring here,
but they have speculated that the moon might
be gravitationally pulling material away from
the ring. Scientists speculate that the ring particles may end up in a slightly different orbit
from the one they were in prior to getting a
‘kick’ from the moon. These kicks occur at
specific locations in the rings and can actually
cause large waves or knots to form. In the still
image, gaps in the diffuse inner strands are
seen. All these features appear to be due to
the influence of Prometheus in ways that are
not fully understood.
Saturn’s moon Prometheus is following
in the footsteps of the legendary Titan for
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which it is named. In Greek mythology,
Prometheus stole fire from the gods and gave
it to the mortals.
Scientists will use what they learn about
Prometheus’ interaction with the F ring to
understand the gravitational exchanges between moons and rings, which give rise to
so much of the structure that is observed in
Saturn’s rings. f
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The area shown is about 71 miles wide and
106 miles high and is located near 52° north
latitude and 73° west longitude. This radar
image is part of a larger strip of data acquired
on Oct. 26, 2004, as Cassini passed Titan at a
distance of 746 miles. f

Mind the Gap

Follow the Arrow
(NASA/JPL) As Cassini scientists work to
understand the newly-exposed surface of
Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, they have found
an interesting arrowhead-shaped feature,
shown in the center of this synthetic aperture
radar image.
The feature is approximately 19 miles across,
and it is formed from two straight lines that
intersect. Looking more closely, one can
distinguish other linear features that seem to
follow the left side of the “arrow” and perhaps
interact in some way with a dark spot. Straight
lines may represent fractures or faults in the
icy crust, or they may form from material that
has flowed or has been shaped by wind, either
recently or in the distant past.

(NASA/JPL) An intriguing knotted ringlet
within the Encke Gap is the main attraction in
this Cassini image. The Encke Gap is a small
division near the outer edge of Saturn’s rings
that is about 300 kilometers (190 miles) wide.
The tiny moon Pan (20 kilometers, or 12 miles
across) orbits within the gap and maintains
it. Many waves produced by orbiting moons
are visible.
The image was taken in visible light with the
Cassini spacecraft narrow angle camera on
Oct. 29, 2004, at a distance of about 807,000
kilometers (501,000 miles) from Saturn. The
image scale is 4.5 kilometers (2.8 miles) per
pixel.
The Cassini-Huygens mission is a cooperative
project of NASA, the European Space Agency
and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages
the Cassini-Huygens mission for NASA’s Science
Mission Directorate, Washington, D.C. The
Cassini orbiter and its two onboard cameras
were designed, developed and assembled at
JPL. The imaging team is based at the Space
Science Institute, Boulder, Colo. f
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Like Rover, Like
Asteroid
(NASA/JPL) Though they’ve never seen an
asteroid, NASA’s two robotic geologists have
contributed so much to planetary exploration
during their journeys across Mars that two
asteroids have now been named after them.
The rovers are the first planetary missions to
be so honored.
“I think it’s cool!” said Jim Erickson. “I think
everyone on the mission feels that way. Those
are our rovers. When something is named
after them, we all get the honor. And those
rovers deserve respect.”
Erickson is project manager for the Mars
Exploration Rover Mission at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California.
The asteroids, named Spirit and Opportunity
after NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers, were
discovered on Sept. 24, 1960 by Ingrid van
Houten-Groeneveld, Cees J. van Houten, and
Tom Gehrels. The trio spotted the moving
masses of rock on photographic plates of the
night sky taken with telescopes at Caltech’s
Palomar Observatory.
Both rovers have now been exploring Mars
for over three times as long as originally
expected.
It took more than 40 years to name the asteroids Spirit and Opportunity because both are
quite faint. International Astronomical Union
rules require asteroids to be observed during
four separate cycles around the Earth and sun
before they become eligible for numbering
and naming, explained Ron Baalke, a software
engineer at JPL. The more observations, the
more precisely scientists can calculate the orbit.
Baalke works in NASA’s Near Earth Objects
program, where he helps track and calculate
the orbits of asteroids to identify those whose
paths cross that of the Earth.
Spirit has a diameter of 4 kilometers to 9
kilometers (2.5 miles to 5.6 miles) and Opportunity has a diameter of 3 kilometers to
7 kilometers (1.9 miles to 4.4 miles). Van
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Houten-Groeneveld, who lives in the Netherlands, proposed the name recently after the
asteroids were assigned an official number
in 2002.
Both asteroids take 7.9 years to complete
one orbit around the sun between Mars and
the mammoth gaseous planet Jupiter. Neither
follows a path that crosses the orbit of other
planets and neither will be knocked out of orbit
by the immense gravitational force of Jupiter.
They belong to a small group of asteroids
known as the Hilda group that have a 3:2 orbital
resonance with Jupiter. This means that each
time Jupiter completes two orbits around the
sun, the asteroids complete three.
The honor renders the two Mars rovers
immortal in the sense that the asteroids are
in stable orbits that will last for thousands
of years. f

Hubble Uncovers
a Baby Galaxy in a
Grown-Up Universe
(NASA/STScI) Scientists using NASA’s
Hubble Space Telescope have measured the age
of what may be the youngest galaxy ever seen
in the universe. By cosmological standards it is
a mere toddler seemingly out of place among
the grown-up galaxies around it. Called I
Zwicky 18, it may be as young as 500 million
years old (so recent an epoch that complex
life had already begun to appear on Earth).
Our Milky Way galaxy by contrast is over 20
times older, or about 12 billion years old, the
typical age of galaxies across the universe.
This “late-life” galaxy offers a rare glimpse
into what the first diminutive galaxies in the
early universe look like.
The galaxy is a member of a catalog of
30,000 nearby galaxies that Swiss astronomer
Fred Zwicky assembled in the 1930’s by photographing the entire northern sky. Though
astronomers have long suspected that this
galaxy was a youngster, due to its primordial
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chemical makeup, Hubble’s exquisite
sensitivity allowed astronomers to
do a reliable census of the total stellar population in the galaxy. This
allowed them to reliably identify the
oldest stars inhabiting the galaxy,
thereby setting an upper limit on
the galaxy’s age.
The baby galaxy managed to
remain in an embryonic state as a
cold gas cloud of primeval hydrogen
and helium for most of the duration of the universe’s evolution. As
innumerable galaxies blossomed all
over space this late-bloomer did not
begin active star formation until
some 13 billion years after the Big
Bang, and went through a sudden
first starburst only some 500 million years ago.
Located only 45 million light-years away,
much closer than other young galaxies in the
nearly 14 billion light-year span of the universe, I
Zwicky 18 might represent the only opportunity
for astronomers to study in detail the building
blocks from which galaxies are formed. It remains a puzzle why the gas in the dwarf galaxy,
in contrast to that in other galaxies, took so
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long, nearly the age of the universe, to collapse under the influence of gravity to form
its first stars.
“I Zwicky 18 is a bona fide young galaxy,”
said Trinh Thuan, professor of astronomy at
the University of Virginia, who co-authored
the study with Yuri Izotov from the Kiev Observatory. “This is extraordinary because one
would expect young galaxies to be forming only
around the first billion
years or so after the Big
Bang, not some 13 billion
years later. And young
galaxies were expected
to be very distant, at the
This is an artist’s impression of how the very
early universe (less than
1 billion years old) might
have looked when it went
through a voracious onset
of star formation, converting primordial hydrogen
into myriad stars at an
unprecedented rate.
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edge of the observable universe, but not in
the local universe,” Izotov said.
The finding, reported in the December 1
issue of the Astrophysical Journal, provides
a new insight into how galaxies first formed.
The galaxy I Zwicky 18 offers a glimpse of
what the early Milky Way may have looked
like 13 billion years ago. Another set of
Hubble observations by a different team give
a slightly older age of 1 billion years to the
galaxy, still keeping it a comparative newborn.
Goran Ostlin of Stockholm Observatory,
and Mustapha Mouhcine of the University
of Nottingham, used Hubble’s Near Infrared
Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer to
find a population of cool red stars, which
are slightly older than the stars seen by the
Advanced Camera for Surveys Camera. The
results are to be published in Astronomy &
Astrophysics.
To prove that I Zwicky 18 is a new galaxy,
Thuan and Izotov needed to show that it was
devoid of stars from the first several billion
years after the Big Bang, the period when a
large fraction of stars in the universe were
formed. Though astronomers had suspected
that the galaxy was exceptionally young, they
had to wait for Hubble to provide the needed
sensitivity to detect whether or not older stars,
faint red giants, existed within the dwarf galaxy. Hubble’s Advanced Camera for Surveys
needed a very long exposure, requiring 25
telescope orbits to look for the faintest stars
in the galaxy. The presence of old stars in the
galaxy would have indicated that the galaxy
itself was old, like all other known galaxies
in the universe.

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.ccsn.edu/LVAS/
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Large galaxies such as the Milky Way are
thought to grow hierarchically, with smaller
galaxies merging into bigger galaxies, like
tributaries merging into large rivers. I Zwicky
18 is prototypical of this early population of
small dwarf galaxies. “These building block
dwarf galaxies are too faint and too small to be
studied without the most sensitive instruments
even in the local universe, let alone in the far
reaches of the cosmos,” Thuan said.
Further evidence for the youth of I Zwicky
18 is the fact that its interstellar gas is “nearly
pristine,” Thuan said, and composed mostly of
hydrogen and helium, the primary two light
elements created in the Big Bang, during the
first three minutes of the universe’s existence.
The dwarf galaxy includes only a sprinkling
of the other heavier elements such as carbon,
nitrogen, or oxygen that are created later as
stars develop. The near absence of such heavy
elements suggests that much of the primordial
gas in the dwarf galaxy has not managed to
form stars that subsequently manufacture
heavy elements. f

Hubble Spots Rare
Triple Eclipse on
Jupiter
(NASA/STScI) At first glance, Jupiter looks
like it has a mild case of the measles. Five
spots, one colored white, one blue, and three
black, are scattered across the upper half of the
planet. Closer inspection by NASA’s Hubble
Space Telescope reveals that these spots are
actually a rare alignment of three of Jupiter’s
largest moons, Io, Ganymede, and Callisto,
across the planet’s face. In this image, the
telltale signatures of this alignment are the
shadows [the three black circles] cast by the
moons. Io’s shadow is located just above center
and to the left; Ganymede’s on the planet’s left
edge; and Callisto’s near the right edge. Only
two of the moons, however, are visible in this
image. Io is the white circle in the center of
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the image, and Ganymede is the blue circle
at upper right. Callisto is out of the image
and to the right.
On Earth, we witness a solar eclipse when
our Moon’s shadow sweeps across our planet’s
face as it passes in front of
our Sun. Jupiter, however,
has four moons roughly
the same size as Earth’s
Moon. The shadows of
three of them occasionally sweep simultaneously
across Jupiter. The image
was taken March 28, 2004,
with Hubble’s Near Infrared
Camera and Multi-Object
Spectrometer.
Seeing three shadows on Jupiter happens
only about once or twice a decade. Why is
this triple eclipse so unique? Io, Ganymede,
and Callisto orbit Jupiter at different rates.
Their shadows likewise cross Jupiter’s face at
different rates. For example, the outermost
moon Callisto orbits the slowest of the three
satellites. Callisto’s shadow moves across the
planet once for every 20 shadow crossings of Io.
Add the crossing rate of Ganymede’s shadow
and the possibility of a triple eclipse becomes
even more rare. Viewing the triple shadows
in 2004 was even more special, because two
of the moons were crossing Jupiter’s face at

The Astronomy Store features items for
sale that are of interest to the patrons of
The Planetarium. We carry a wide variety
of novelties, toys and observing aids with a
space or astronomical theme. When patrons
obtain their tickets to planetarium shows,
they can also purchase a variety of astronomically oriented items. Friends of The
Planetarium receive a 10% discount.
the same time as the three
shadows.
Jupiter appears in pastel
colors in this photo because
the observation was taken
in near-infrared light.
Astronomers combined
images taken in three
near-infrared wavelengths
to make this color image.
The photo shows sunlight
reflected from Jupiter’s
clouds. In the near infrared, methane gas in
Jupiter’s atmosphere limits the penetration
of sunlight, which causes clouds to appear in
different colors depending on their altitude.
Studying clouds in near-infrared light is very
useful for scientists studying the layers of clouds
that make up Jupiter’s atmosphere. Yellow
colors indicate high clouds; red colors lower
clouds; and blue colors even lower clouds in
Jupiter’s atmosphere. The green color near
the poles comes from a thin haze very high
in the atmosphere. Ganymede’s blue color
comes from the absorption of water ice on
its surface at longer wavelengths. Io’s white
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color is from light reflected off bright sulfur
compounds on the satellite’s surface.
In viewing this rare alignment, astronomers
also tested a new imaging technique. To increase
the sharpness of the near-infrared camera
images, astronomers speeded up Hubble’s
tracking system so that Jupiter traveled through
the telescope’s field of view much faster than
normal. This technique allowed scientists to
take rapid-fire snapshots of the planet and
its moons. They then combined the images
into one single picture to show more details
of the planet and its moons. f

Hubble Tracks
Asteroid’s Sky Trek
While analyzing NASA Hubble Space Telescope images of the Sagittarius dwarf irregular
galaxy (SagDIG), an international team of
astronomers led by Simone Marchi, Yazan
Momany, and Luigi Bedin were surprised to
see the trail of a faint asteroid that had drifted
across the field of view during the exposures.
The trail is seen as a series of 13 reddish arcs
on the right in this August 2003 Advanced
Camera for Surveys image.
As the Hubble telescope orbits around the
Earth, and the Earth moves around the Sun,
a nearby asteroid in our solar system will appear to move with respect to the vastly more
distant background stars, due to an effect
called parallax. It is somewhat similar to the
effect you see from a moving car, in which
trees by the side of the road appear to be
moving much more rapidly than background
objects at much larger distances. If the Hubble
exposure were a continuous one, the asteroid
trail would appear like a continuous wavy line.
However, the exposure with Hubble’s camera
was actually broken up into more than a dozen
separate exposures. After each exposure, the
camera’s shutter was closed while the image
was transferred from the electronic detector
into the camera’s computer memory; this

accounts for the many interruptions in the
asteroid’s trail.
Since the trajectory of the Hubble spacecraft
around the Earth is known very accurately, it
is possible to triangulate the distance to the
asteroid in a manner similar to that used by
terrestrial surveyors. It turns out to be a previously unknown asteroid, located 169 million
miles from Earth at the time of observation.
The distance places the new object, most
likely, in the main asteroid belt, lying between
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Based on
the observed brightness of the asteroid, the
astronomers estimate that it has a diameter
of about 1.5 miles.
The brightest stars in the picture (easily distinguished by the spikes radiating from their

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CCSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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images, produced by optical effects within the
telescope), are foreground stars lying within our
own Milky Way galaxy. Their distances from
Earth are typically a few thousand light-years.
The faint, bluish SagDIG stars lie at about 3.5
million light-years (1.1 million parsecs) from
us. Lastly, background galaxies (reddish/brown
extended objects with spiral arms and halos)
are located even further beyond SagDIG at
several tens of millions parsecs away. There
is thus a vast range of distances among the
objects visible in this photo, ranging from
about 169 million miles for the asteroid, up
to many quadrillions of miles for the faint,
small galaxies.
The team reported their science findings
about the asteroid in the October 2004 issue
of New Astronomy. f

NASA Successfully
Launches Swift
Satellite
(NASA/GSFC) NASA’s Swift satellite was
successfully launched November 20, 2004,
from the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station,
Florida. The satellite will pinpoint the location
of distant yet fleeting explosions that appear
to signal the births of black holes.
“It’s a thrill that Swift is in orbit. We expect
to detect and analyze more than 100 gammaray bursts a year. These are the most powerful
explosions in the universe, and I can’t wait to
learn more about them,” said Swift Principal
Investigator Dr. Neil Gehrels, at NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland.
Each gamma-ray burst is a short-lived event,
lasting only a few milliseconds to a few minutes,
never to appear again. They occur several
times daily somewhere in the universe, and
Swift should detect several weekly.
Swift, a mission with international participation, was designed to solve the 35-year-old
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donations from the Friends of The Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend by
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more (checks made payable to: CCSN
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The Planetarium - S1A
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admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year unshared credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.
mystery of the origin of gamma-ray bursts.
Scientists believe the bursts are related to
the formation of black holes throughout the
universe, the birth cries of black holes.
To track these mysterious bursts, Swift carries a suite of three main instruments. The
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) instrument, built
by Goddard, will detect and locate about two
gamma-ray bursts weekly, relaying a rough
position to the ground within 20 seconds. The
satellite will swiftly re-point itself to bring the
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An artist rendering of the Swift spacecraft with
a gamma-ray burst going off in the background.
[Spectrum Astro]

burst area into the narrower fields of view of
the on-board X-ray Telescope (XRT) and the
UltraViolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT). These
telescopes study the afterglow of the burst
produced by the cooling ashes that remain
from the original explosion.
The XRT and UVOT instruments will
determine a precise arc-second position of
the burst and measure the spectrum of its
afterglow from visible to X-ray wavelengths.
For most of the bursts detected, Swift data,
combined with complementary observations
conducted with ground-based telescopes, will
enable measurements of the distances to the
burst sources.
The afterglow phenomenon can linger in
X-ray light, optical light, and radio waves for
hours to weeks, providing detailed information
about the burst. Swift will check in on bursts
regularly to study the fading afterglow, as will
ground-based optical and radio telescopes.
The crucial link is having a precise location
to direct other telescopes. Swift will provide
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extremely precise positions for bursts in a
matter of minutes.
Swift notifies the astronomical community
via the Goddard-maintained Gamma-ray Burst
Coordinates Network. The Swift Mission Operations Center, operated from Pennsylvania
State University’s University Park, Pa., campus,
controls the Swift observatory and provides
continuous burst information.
“Swift can respond almost instantly to any
astrophysical phenomenon, and I suspect that
we’re going to be making many discoveries
which are currently unpredicted,” said Swift
Mission Director John Nousek, Pennsylvania
State University professor of astronomy and
astrophysics.
Goddard manages Swift. Swift is a NASA
mission with the participation of the Italian
Space Agency (ASI) and the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council in the
United Kingdom.
Swift was built through collaboration with
national laboratories, universities and international partners, including General Dynamics,
Gilbert, Arizona; Penn State University; Los
Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico;
Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, California; Mullard Space Science Laboratory in
Dorking, Surrey, England; the University of
Leicester, England; ASI Malindi ground station in Africa; the ASI Science Data Center
in Italy; and the Brera Observatory in Milan,
Italy. f

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/

The ASN has a Las Vegas Chapter.
For information see:
http://www.astronomynv.org/vegas/
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Month in
History
January
1: Ceres, the first asteroid was discovered by
Guiseppe Piazzi from his observatory in
Sicily in 1801.
2: The Soviet Union launched Luna 1 on this
date in 1959. It became the first vehicle to fly
by the moon to an orbit about the sun.
4: Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite of the
earth, reentered the earth’s atmosphere on
this date in 1958 and was destroyed.
5: NASA announced the start of the Space
Shuttle Program in 1972.
7: Galileo, using a telescope to view Jupiter for
the first time, saw three of the four major
moons of that giant planet.
10: American scientists became the first
to bounce a radar signal off of another
celestial body when they detected the
reflected return signal beamed towards
the moon three seconds earlier on this
date in 1946.
11: William Herschel discovered the first
moon of Uranus in 1787, six years after
he discovered the planet. This moon was
later named Titania.
13: An editorial in the New York Times on
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this day in 1920 ridiculed a monograph
by Robert Goddard which proposed that
rockets could be used to reach the moon.
14: The Soviet Union became the first
country to successfully dock two manned
spacecraft in 1969.
17: Captain James Cook became the first
western navigator to cross the Antarctic
Circle in 1773.
18: Captain James Cook became the first
Westerner to reach the Sandwich Islands
in 1778. The island chain is now known
as the Hawaiian Islands.
21: Pluto crossed the orbit of Neptune in
1979 making Neptune the farthest planet
from the sun. This condition remained
until Pluto again crossed the orbit of
Neptune outbound in 1999.
24: Voyager 2 became the first craft to fly by
Uranus returning photographs in 1986.
24: The United States launched Discovery on the
100th manned space mission in 1985.
27: A fire aboard the Apollo 1 spacecraft
destroyed the vehicle during a preflight
test in 1967. The crew of Virgil “Gus”
Grissom, Edwin White and Roger Chafee
were killed.
28: An explosion 73 seconds into the flight of
the space shuttle Challenger destroyed the
craft in 1986 killing the crew of seven.
31: Explorer 1, the first artificial satellite of
the earth launched by the United States
achieved orbit on this day in 1958. Data
from by this satellite led to the discovery
of the Van Allen radiation belt. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CCSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. Accompanying the certificate will be The Sky Challenger, which
contains a series of adjustable charts of the sky as seen from North America to
help you find your star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication.
Call 651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Sky
Calendar

January

tion to the sun to be visible.

Pluto. Pluto is in the constellation of Serpens
Cauda. Pluto passed on the far side of the
sun (conjunction) on December 13. At
mid-month, it is about 12° to the left of
Mars in the early morning sky. A telescope
of at least 12” diameter is usually required
All times are Pacific Standard Time. Rise
to see this faint planet.
and set times are for the astronomical horizon
at Las Vegas or Reno as noted.

The Planets
Mercury. Mercury is low in the southeast near
the bright planet Venus during the first half
of the month. On the morning of January
13, Mercury will be less than a degree to
the right of Venus. For the remainder of
the month, it will be too close in direction
to the sun to be visible.
Venus. Venus is prominent in the morning
sky where it rises in the southeast a short
time before the sun. By late January, Venus
will be too close in direction to the sun to
be seen.
Mars. Mars, in Ophiuchus, is rising in the east
at about three hours before the sun. Look
for the waning crescent moon to the right
of Mars on the morning of January 7.
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Virgo, rises near midnight
and is high in the south by sunrise. Look
for the waning gibbous moon near Jupiter
on January 4 and January 31.

The Moon
Each day the moon rises about one hour
later than the day before. The New Moon (not
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
last quarter moon rises near midnight and
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
the average.
Full Moon
Last quarter
New Moon
First quarter
Full Moon

Dec. 26
Jan. 3
Jan. 10
Jan. 16
Jan. 25

7:06 pm pst
9:46 am
4:03 pm
10:57 pm
2:32 am

Apogee
Perigee
Apogee

Dec. 27
Jan. 10
Jan. 23

11:16 am
2:08 am
10:55 am

Saturn. Saturn, in Gemini, is high in the south
Perihelion
shortly before midnight at mid-month.
Look for the nearly moon above Saturn
This year the earth is closest to the sun on
on the evening of January 23.
January 1 at 5:00 pm pst. The distance from
Uranus. Uranus is low in the southwest in the center of the sun to the center of the earth
early-evening. It is in the constellation of is 147,099,110 km or 91,403,150 miles.
The average distance between the center of
Aquarius. Look for the waxing crescent
the
earth and the center of the sun is called
moon below Uranus on the evening of
the
astronomical unit (AU). The official
January 12.
value of the AU is 149,597,870 kilometers or
Neptune. Neptune, in Capricornus, is about 93,381,940 miles.
Because the orbit of the earth is slightly
20° west of Uranus and is too close in direc-
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2005
The Sun

Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:52 am pst
6:52
6:52
6:52
6:51
6:51
6:49
6:48
6:46
6:44
6:42 am

Sunset
4:37 pm pst
4:40
4:42
4:45
4:48
4:51
4:54
4:57
5:00
5:03
5:07 pm
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The Sun

Day
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.

elliptical and the distance varies by about
±1.7%. On July 4, the earth will be farthest
from the sun. The changing distance between
the earth and sun has little effect on the earth’s
climate or weather. f

Meteor Shower
The Quadrantid meteor shower will reach
its peak on the night of January 2/3, 2005,
in the early morning before dawn. This is
normally one of the better showers during
the year, typically producing over 60 meteors per hour and occasionally reaching over
200 per hour. The moon, near last quarter
on that date, will interfere with this shower.
The extra brightness caused by the moonlight
will reduce the number of meteors visible by
masking the light of the fainter ones.
While meteors from this shower can be seen
anywhere in the sky, the paths that they take
can be traced back across the sky to a point
near the intersection of the constellations of
Draco, Boötes and Hercules. This is called the
radiant point for the shower. The shower takes
its name from the now obsolete constellation
in that region once called Quadrans Muralis
(the Mural Quadrant).
Meteors from this shower can be seen for
about a week on either side of the night of the

Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Reno

Sunrise
7:20 am pst
7:20
7:20
7:19
7:19
7:18
7:16
7:14
7:12
7:10
7:07 am

Sunset
4:46 pm pst
4:49
4:52
4:55
4:58
5:01
5:05
5:08
5:11
5:15
5:19 pm

Day
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.

maximum. However, this stream has a very
small, dense, central region that produces
most of the visible meteors. Before and after
the night of January 3/4, expect less than 20
meteors per hour.
On the night of the peak, depending on the
exact path of the earth through the stream
and the time of passage, you may observe
anywhere from 40 to 200 meteors per hour.
Since the stream appears to have little dust,
most of the shower meteors are bright and
excellent objects for photography.
While most showers are best after midnight,
the radiant for this shower is already above
the horizon by 9:00 pm. Since the moon will
rise after 11:00 pm this year, it will interfere
for virtually the entire night of the shower.
While some years the Quadrantids are one
of the best meteor showers of the season, this
year will not be the case.
Meteor showers are the result of the debris
from comets. Most showers are associated
with known comets. This old shower has no
known comet associated with it. The comet
that originated this stream probably ceased being a visible object over 500 years ago. Comet
debris spreads out along the comet’s orbit. If
that orbit crosses the orbit of the earth, then
a meteor shower will occur on the date the
earth travels through the stream. f
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